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CHCOCH Trading Strategy 

1. Identify Key Points of Interest (POIs) on a Higher Time Frame (HTF): 

 

Begin by examining higher time frame charts, such as daily or weekly charts, to pinpoint potential POIs. 

These POIs can serve as valuable indicators of potential support or resistance levels. Common POIs 

include: 

 

Order Blocks: Areas where significant buying or selling orders have been placed. 

 

Liquidity Pools: Zones that have witnessed substantial price action, suggesting potential areas of 

liquidity imbalance. 

 

Support and Resistance Areas: Levels where price has consistently been repelled or attracted in the past. 

 

2. Patiently Await Price Action: 

 

Once you've identified potential POIs, exercise patience and wait for the price to retrace to these areas. 

This retracement phase allows for a more favorable entry point. 

 

3. Transition to a Lower Time Frame (LTF): 

 

Upon price reaching the identified POI, switch to a lower time frame, such as a 4-hour or 1-hour chart. 

This closer examination provides more granular details for identifying actionable price movements. 

 

4. Exercise Patience and Observe Price Action: 

 

Once on the LTF, maintain patience and observe price behavior. Look for clear indications of a trend 

change, such as engulfing candlestick patterns or divergences between price and momentum indicators. 



 

5. Locate the Fair Value Gap (FVG): 

 

As the trend reversal unfolds, identify the Fair Value Gap (FVG), which represents the area between the 

previous swing high and swing low. This area often acts as a price magnet, attracting price back to it. 

 

6. Initiate Entry: 

 

When the price revisits the FVG, consider initiating an entry position. This aligns with the principle of 

buying in areas of potential demand and selling in areas of potential supply. 

 

7. Utilize Kill Zones for Strategic Trading: 

 

Limit trading activities to specific timeframes known as Kill Zones (as described by ICT). These Kill Zones 

represent periods of high market volatility, offering potential trading opportunities but also increased 

risk 

 



 

 

 


